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DialogFlow (API.AI) Composite Entity Demo
I took this clip from a recent webinar I conducted. The webinar is based on my eBook which
talks about the 10 features all Dialog�ow developers must know to speed up the development
of their chatbot.

Click here to purchase the complete training product (webinar recording plus the eBook)
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DialogFlow (API.AI) Entity
Autocomplete

Update Dec 10th 2018:
Template mode is now
deprecated Recently, I was
showing a coaching client
how to use the…

Dialog�ow REST API v2
course

I have created a new course
on Dialog�ow's REST API v2.
In my view, this course will
teach you pretty…

Dialog�ow Regexp (regular
expression) entity

Dialog�ow recently
introduced the regular
expression entity. In the
video below, I explain how to
use it. Note: while the…
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Aravind, please tell me how to lay out Training phrases: is it worth using Composite

Entity or is it better to use subentities.

Here, for example, Composite Entity: call-name

Option 1: @sys.given-name:name

Option 2: @sys.given-name:name @sys.patronymic-name:name

Training phrases:

My name is John

My name is John Samovich

I can lay out like this using subentities:

John = @sys.given-name:name

Samovich = @sys.patronymic-name:name

Andrey
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And I can use Composite Entity for this:

John = @call-name:call-name

John Samovich = @call-name:call-name

Of course there is a temptation to do like this:

My name is @call-name:call-name

But the peculiarity in my case is a huge number of diverse phrases in which the name

and patronymic appear.

There is also another aspect: there may be several different Call-names in this

message from the user.

Share Reply to Andrey

I could do an entire mini-course on when to choose to use composite entities,

and I probably will when I get some time.

For names, however, it might be better to use sub-entities and avoid composite

entities because it is very easy to have names which can be both first and last

names (e.g. Kelly) and there aren’t any additional words the user types in to

provide more context. Those additional words turn out to provide some

important hints when it comes to defining and using composite entities.

aravindmc

May 25, 2020
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Aravind, 3 years have passed since the publication of this video, but I have not found

anything like it anywhere else today. All the same, this site is the most advanced

Dialog Flow resource!

Andrey

May 25, 2020
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